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Designed specifically for Rick's travel audience (or users) these maps highlight choice destinations
throughout Europe, from Lisbon to Warsaw, Bergen to Crete, in a colorful, easy-to-use format on
high-quality paper that lasts over many trips:&#149; Cuts the Clutter: While big cities are left for
navigational purposes, this map is otherwise stripped clean and filled in only with places that matter
to travelers.&#149; Guidebook-Friendly: At a glance, all the places you read about in Rick's
guidebooks pop right out in a crisp, easy-to-read format.&#149; Rail or Road: Includes important
train lines and highways for easy route-planning, no matter how you'll get around.&#149; The
Back's Even Better: The reverse side includes a handy rail time/cost map and 24 regional close-up
maps.
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I probably got a bit carried away when i booked my trip to Europe and bought this map. It's not really
as detailed as i thought it would be it's just a map of Europe which shows the capital cities which
you fold out.I don't really recommend it. It's funny how in Rick Steves books (that i later read) he
tells you how you can save money by getting free maps from the travel help desks at railway
stations etc.If your going to Europe i would probably use Rick Steves own advise and just get your
maps when you get there for free!

The map was a bargin for the price, but if you want a full map of Europe, go elsewhere. This map

does not include eastern Europe and Bosinia, Albania, Macedonia, Greece (which is the main
problem becasue Greece is a popular tourist destination) and more.

My son and I went to 5 countries in Europe and wanted a full map of Europe. This map is reinforced
paper without being bulky, so it travels well. Easy to read and has larger city maps included. A great
addition to the city-specific travel guides.

This map is OK, not what I was really looking for. This map is best utilized as a general European
map to help you plan for your trip. In terms of having enough detail to be incredibly useful, you
would be better off with a map that was more country or region specific. It is just a little to general to
be of any substantial benefit while travelling.

I got this thinking it would get me started on planning my trip to Europe. I had a list of things I
wanted to see. When I got the map I was so happy to see that all the tourist attractions were
ALREADY MARKED on the map! They were clearly labeled and easy to locate and read. Great
product...well worth the money!

This map is extremely durable, basically rip proof and completely waterproof. I had no idea that it
was going to be any of these things. Really great surprise as I will be traveling Europe for 3 months
and I think this map will make it through all the hostels and beer spills that it will encounter.

I love this map. Bought one and everyone borrowed it, to the point it got lost. So I bought 3 more,
one for my parents and one for my sister, and another for myself. The only thing is, I wish they
would skip the cities and fit all of Europe. I take trips often, and this time I'm heading from Brussels
to Poland and there is only half of Poland on the map. Eastern Europe and Nordic countries are
chopped off. So anyway, it's fine for some trips. I loooove the light material and smoothness of this
paper.Additional comment:So this is strange. I just noticed a blatant typo on this map. The designer
must have left some random words with random fonts floating in the "North Sea", specifically
"Madrid, el Escorial, and Toledo". Ok I guess but I hope there aren't other mistakes cities, because
I've bought four of these.

This map works for my purpose- which is to use in a craft. But it's pretty basic if you needed a real
map to use. It's also more glossy than I expected. I'm hoping that won't hurt my craft. It's on the

smaller side.Note: I had cut out the front page in my picture.
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